Parent Information Session
What is happening in the classroom?

Think about how you
solved them. Maybe chat
with the person next to
you to see if they did it the
same way?

The Australian Curriculum sets consistent high standards for what all young
Australians should learn as they progress through schooling. It prepares
Australia’s next generation for the future and lays the building blocks for
generations to come.
Mathematics across Foundation to Year 12
Although the curriculum is described year by year, this document provides
advice across four year groupings on the nature of learners and the relevant
curriculum:
 Foundation –Year 2: typically students from 5 to 8 years of age
 Years 3–6: typically students from 8 to 12 years of age
 Years 7–10: typically students from 12 to 15 years of age
 Senior secondary years: typically students from 15 to 18 years of age.

Foundation – Year 2
 The early years (5–8 years of age) lay the foundation for learning mathematics.
Students at this level can access powerful mathematical ideas relevant to their
current lives and learn the language of mathematics, which is vital to future
progression.
 Children have the opportunity to access mathematical ideas by developing a

sense of number, order, sequence and pattern; by understanding quantities and
their representations; by learning about attributes of objects and collections,
position, movement and direction, and by developing an awareness of the
collection, presentation and variation of data and a capacity to make
predictions about chance events.

 Understanding and experiencing these concepts in the early years provides a

foundation for algebraic, statistical and multiplicative thinking, that will
develop in subsequent years. These foundations also enable children to pose
basic mathematical questions about their world, to identify simple strategies to
investigate solutions, and to strengthen their reasoning to solve personally
meaningful problems.

Years 3–6
 These years emphasise the importance of students studying coherent,
meaningful and purposeful mathematics that is relevant to their lives.
Students still require active experiences that allow them to construct key
mathematical ideas, but also gradually move to using models, pictures and
symbols to represent these ideas.
 The curriculum develops key understandings by extending the number,
measurement, geometric and statistical learning from the early years; by
building foundations for future studies through an emphasis on patterns that
lead to generalisations; by describing relationships from data collected and
represented; by making predictions; and by introducing topics that
represent a key challenge in these years, such as fractions and decimals.
 In these years of schooling, it is particularly important for students to
develop a deep understanding of whole numbers to build reasoning in
fractions and decimals and to develop a conceptual understanding of place
value. These concepts allow students to develop proportional reasoning and
flexibility with number through mental computation skills, and to extend
their number sense and statistical fluency.

Then

Now

• Chalk and talk

• Proficiency strands

• ROTE learning

• Student focussed

• Everyone doing the same thing

• Differentiation

• Pen and Paper

• Hands On Resources

• Calculator

• 21st Century Technology

• Learn a process

• Learning strategies

Around the room are some mathematics games that your children
are familiar with and we would like you to explore. When playing
the games think about what skills your child might be learning.

Let’s discuss your thoughts!

Feel free to pop in and visit the maths
mentor to have a chat!
Or email them 
kelly.janelle.e@edumail.vic.gov.au
johnson.tania.m@edumail.vic.gov.au
green.anita.j@edemail.vic.gov.au

